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We present an extension of a framework for simulating single quasiparticle or collective excitations on top of strongly correlated quantum many-body ground states using infinite projected entangled pair states, a tensor network ansatz for two-dimensional wave functions in the thermodynamic limit. Our approach performs a systematic summation of locally perturbed states in order to obtain excited eigenstates localized in momentum space, using the corner transfer matrix method, and generalizes the framework to arbitrary unit cell sizes, the implementation of global Abelian symmetries and fermionic systems. Results for several test cases are presented, including the transverse Ising model, the spin-1/2 Heisenberg model, and a free fermionic model, to demonstrate the capability of the method to accurately capture dispersions. We also provide insight into the nature of excitations at the \( k = (\pi, 0) \) point of the Heisenberg model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At the center of condensed matter physics lies the problem of understanding the behavior of strongly correlated many-body systems. In low-dimensional models, strong quantum effects lead to a wealth of interesting and at times unexpected phenomena, yet also to extreme challenges in simulations and often make analytical treatments infeasible. One of the most important concepts in understanding physics in quantum many-body systems is the idea of quasiparticles or collective excitations as being the low-lying excitations on top of a strongly interacting ground state [1]. Examples of such excitations are quasiparticles made of combinations of particles and holes in fermionic models, magnons as quanta of spin waves in quantum magnets or phonons that determine elastic responses in solids [2].

This description is not only useful for analytical methods [3], due to its simplicity that stands in sharp contrast to the extremely complicated strongly correlated ground-state wave functions in many systems, but also leads to an intuitive description in the context of tensor networks [4–9].

Ptricted product states (MPS) [10], a type of tensor network ansatz for (quasi-) one-dimensional systems, have been widely used to simulate quantum many-body ground states ever since the conception of the DMRG method [11]. The quasiparticle concept can also be directly applied to ground states encoded by MPS, resulting in a powerful technique for the study of excitations [4–7]. In this method, a summation over local perturbations is performed in a systematic way to create an excitation that is localized in momentum space. It has been successfully applied in many contexts, such as magnons in spin chains, spin and charge excitations in the Hubbard model and even scattering states and topologically nontrivial excitations [12,13].

Alternative technique to gain insight into the low-lying excitations with MPS is to compute dynamical structure factors, which has been used both in one dimensional systems [14–20] as well on two-dimensional semi-infinite cylinders [21–23].

Projected entangled pair states (PEPS) [24–26] (or tensor product states [27,28]) are a natural extension of MPS to higher dimensional lattice systems. Similarly to MPS, the PEPS ansatz can be applied in the thermodynamic limit, referred to as infinite PEPS (iPEPS). Recently the quasiparticle-based method for simulating excitations has been extended to iPEPS [8,9], opening up the possibility to study two-dimensional infinite systems. Since iPEPS cannot be contracted exactly and approximate contraction schemes are needed, the summation over real space perturbations constitutes significant challenges. First applied in frustration-free Hamiltonian models [8], yielding an accurate value of the gap in the Affleck-Kennedy-Lieb-Tasaki model, the iPEPS excitation ansatz has recently correctly reproduced the behavior of the spin-1/2 Heisenberg antiferromagnet [9], where the energy deviates from conventional linear spin wave theory and the underlying physics is still debated [23,29–32].

In this paper, we provide an alternative contraction scheme to power the iPEPS excitation ansatz, based on the corner transfer matrix renormalization group method (CTM) [33–35] that has been widely used in iPEPS algorithms. The summations for the momentum superposition are performed in a manner similar to the variational optimization method in Ref. [36] by systematically keeping track of all relevant contributions in a growing system until convergence. Furthermore, we extend the capabilities of the excitation scheme in multiple directions: (1) arbitrary unit cell sizes, enabling simulations of states with partially broken translational symmetry; (2) the ability to enforce global Abelian symmetries, which can be used to restrict excitations to certain symmetry sectors and greatly reduces computational cost, and lastly (3) fermionic systems.

We test our framework on several models, starting with the quantum transverse field Ising model, in which we show...
that the accuracy of the dispersions for field strengths $h = 2.5$ and $3$ is in close agreement to the results in Ref. [9]. Additionally, we study the behavior of the second lowest excitation, which consists of two-particle bound states that can also be captured by our approach, as a function of the field strength. Then we move on to the spin-$1/2$ Heisenberg model, with a special focus on the spin wave anomalous point at $k = (\pi, 0)$ where we find the dispersion to agree well with various numerical and experimental results, and we provide local real-space visualizations of the excitations. Finally, we conclude with a free fermionic model with an additional pairing term, to demonstrate that in the gapped phase the dispersions can be computed very accurately with a small number of free parameters, and systematically approach the dispersion in the gapless phase.

II. EXCITATIONS IN iPEPS

A. iPEPS

In the iPEPS ansatz of the ground-state wave function of a two-dimensional quantum system, the $O(dD^4)$ variational parameters are contained in order-5 tensors $A$, where $d$ corresponds to the local Hilbert space of a single site in the system, and the bond dimension $D$ systematically controls the accuracy of the ansatz. By exploiting translational invariance, iPEPS can describe states in the thermodynamic limit with a single tensor. For states with partially broken translational symmetry, where the state is comprised of repetitions of a unit cell, different tensors $A_x$ are used for each site $x = (i, j)$ in the unit cell.

We use a highly precise ground-state optimization algorithm based on the ideas from Ref. [36] to obtain the ground-state $A$ tensors, since the accuracy of the ground state greatly impacts the accuracy of the excited states.

In practice the contraction of the network cannot be performed exactly and approximate contraction schemes are necessary. Here we build upon the corner transfer matrix renormalization group (CTM) [33,35] method, which approximates the contraction of iPEPS networks by iteratively growing the lattice around a center site and truncating the tensors that contain the environment down to the most relevant subspace. Once the CTM algorithm has converged, the environment approximates the full infinite network and properties of the iPEPS in the thermodynamic limit can be computed.

B. Excitation ansatz

An elementary excitation, consisting of a single quasiparticle localized in momentum space, can be approximately described by a perturbation of an iPEPS ground state [8]. One of the ground-state tensors $A$ is replaced by a different tensor $B$ on a location $x$, which we write as

$$| \Phi(B)_k \rangle$$

and picture diagrammatically in Fig. 1. Then the excited eigenstate with momentum $k$ is obtained by a superposition of such states

$$| \Phi(B)_k \rangle = \sum_x e^{ikx} | \Phi(B)_x \rangle .$$

The computation of the energy of this state, where we denote a local Hamiltonian term by $\mathcal{H}_x$, is given by

$$\langle \Phi(B)_k | \mathcal{H} | \Phi(B)_k \rangle = \sum_{x_1, x_2, n} e^{-i(k(x_1-x_2))} \langle \Phi(B)_{x_1} | \mathcal{H}_n | \Phi(B)_{x_2} \rangle .$$

This requires a triple infinite sum, which can be reduced to a double infinite sum by exploiting translational invariance of the ground state.

We write the overlap between the ground-state iPEPS $| \Psi \rangle$ and an excited state as $\langle \Psi | \Phi(B)_k \rangle = \delta(k) \hat{\mathbf{g}}^\dagger \hat{\mathbf{B}}$ with $\hat{\mathbf{B}}$ the vectorized representation of $B$. Then we can form a complete basis of vectors $\hat{\mathbf{b}}^m$ that are orthogonal to $\hat{\mathbf{g}}$, i.e., $\hat{\mathbf{b}}^m \in \text{null}(\hat{\mathbf{g}})$, so that each $| \Phi(b^m)_k \rangle$ is orthogonal to the ground state. We can then evaluate the matrix elements of the effective norm matrix

$$N_{ij}^k = \langle \Phi(b^j)_k | \Phi(b^i)_k \rangle .$$

More involved is the evaluation of the effective energy matrix elements

$$\mathbb{H}^k_{ij} = \langle \Phi(b^j)_k | \mathcal{H} | \Phi(b^i)_k \rangle$$

for which we provide a detailed description in Sec. II C.

Generally, these matrices are not well conditioned due to the presence of modes with zero norm: in any state with a $B$ tensor of the form

$$B_x = e^{ik} A_x \cdot M_x - M_x \cdot A_x$$

with $M_x$ any $D \times D$ matrix, the terms in the momentum superposition will cancel exactly [6,8]. Therefore we use the eigendecomposition of $N = \nu \Lambda \nu^\dagger$ to compute a reduced basis $P = \tilde{v}$ in which the basis vectors corresponding to eigenvalues close to zero have been removed. In the reduced basis, we can formulate a generalized eigenvalue problem

$$P^\dagger \mathbb{H} P = \omega_k P^\dagger N_k P ,$$

where $\omega_k$ corresponds to the energy of the eigenmodes which form the excited states. By performing this procedure for each momentum $k$ the dispersion through the Brillouin zone can be computed.

FIG. 1. Schematic picture of an excitation tensor in the center of an infinite PEPS.
C. Excitations with CTM

In Refs. [8,9], it was shown that this representation of elementary excitations with iPEPS is able to accurately reproduce the dispersion of several spin models. The double infinite sum in the computation of the energy was handled by so-called channel environments, which are an extension of the MPS-based contraction scheme that has been used successfully in iPEPS ground-state simulations [37]. Here we introduce a different approach, based on the CTM contraction method [33,35], for computing the matrix elements of (4) and (5).

1. Main scheme

The contraction of all tensors in both bra and ket layers around a certain site, here referred to as the environment of that site, can be approximated by a set of boundary tensors. With these tensors, the norm of an iPEPS can be approximated by the following contraction:

\[
\langle \Psi | \Psi \rangle = \ldots \approx C_1 C_2 C_3 C_4 T_1 T_2 T_3 T_4 (8)
\]

The grey shapes represent the boundary tensors that approximate the environment of the center site. These boundary tensors are labeled \( C_1 \ldots C_4 \) for the corner tensors (corner transfer matrices) and \( T_1 \ldots T_4 \) for the half-row and half-column transfer matrices. The thick lines connecting the boundary tensors represent indices of size \( \chi \), referred to as the boundary bond dimension, which controls the accuracy of the environment.

In the figures, we take a top-down view of the network in which the bra and ket layer tensors are stacked on top of each other for brevity. The grey circles represent pairs of bra and ket tensors on each site and double lines correspond to the two \( D \) indices that connect tensors within each layer, as follows:

\[
= (9)
\]

The boundary tensors are computed through an iterative procedure, in which at each step rows and columns of sites are contracted with the boundary tensors of the previous step, once for every direction within each step. In this section, we focus on the contraction of a column of sites into the left side boundary tensors (left move); the other directional moves are equivalent up to simple rotations. Performing the contractions exactly would lead to an exponential growth of the number of elements in the boundary tensors, so an approximation has to be implemented. In this approximation, the updated boundary tensors are truncated to a given boundary bond dimension \( \chi \) by projectors [38–40], which we set to a sufficiently high value such that the finite-\( \chi \) error is negligible compared to the finite-\( D \) error. The projectors can be computed in several ways, though they provide the same results in the large \( \chi \) limit.\(^1\) For example, the left row transfer matrix \( T_4 \), representing an infinite row of sites extending to the left of the unit cell, is updated by absorbing a new site and then truncated down to a \( \chi \times \chi \times D \times D \) tensor in the following way during the left move:

\[
T_4' = (10)
\]

where the black triangular shapes represent the projectors. Similarly, the corner transfer matrix \( C_1 \), containing all sites in the upper left corner of the network, is updated as

\[
C_1' = (11)
\]

This procedure is repeated until convergence with respect to the singular values of the corner matrices or expectation values of observables calculated using the environment.

The CTM method, used primarily for measuring local observables in iPEPS ground states, has previously been extended to compute also effective energy environments [36] that can be used to calculate gradients for highly accurate ground-state optimization algorithms. Such energy environments consist of an infinite summation of Hamiltonian terms around a center unit cell of an iPEPS ground state. By extending this idea we are able to perform also higher order summations in an iterative manner, in a similar way to a recent application in the context of the tensor renormalization group (TRG) algorithm [41] for classical systems. If we denote a single term in the overlap \( \langle \Psi(A) | \Phi(B) \rangle \) between an excited state and the ground state by a colored tensor in the network, meaning that in the ket layer one ground-state tensor \( A \) is swapped for a \( B \) tensor, the contraction can be performed

\(^1\)We compute the projectors based on the ground-state environment, however it remains an open question whether projectors that take into account the perturbed state could provide better results.
using the regular norm environments:

\[ \langle \Psi | \Phi(B)_{(0,0)} \rangle = \]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\vdots \\
\cdots \\
\vdots
\end{array}
\rightleftharpoons 
\begin{array}{c}
\vdots \\
\cdots \\
\vdots
\end{array}
\]

\[ \approx \]

(12)

where

\[ = \]

(13)

consists of a pair of a \( B \) tensor in the ket layer and an \( A^\dagger \) tensor in the bra layer. Note that we choose the \( B \) such that this overlap between a locally perturbed state and the ground state is always zero.

By placing another tensor \( B'^\dagger \) in the center of the bra layer, we can compute an overlap of the form \( \langle \Phi_1(B')_{(0,0)} | \Phi(B)_{(0,0)} \rangle \).

Due to translational invariance, the only relevant part of the summation is the relative positioning of \( B \) and \( B'^\dagger \), thus reducing the computation to a single summation. In the remaining part of this section, we define each environment relative to the position of the \( B'^\dagger \) tensor in the bra layer, so that the computation of quantities can be completed by placing a pair of an \( A \) and a \( B'^\dagger \) tensor in the center.

The idea of the procedure is to compute new boundary tensors that approximate the infinite summations in the different regions of the environment. For example, all terms that contain a \( B \) tensor in the ket layer that is located strictly on the left side of the unit cell, can then be computed by summing over the following contractions:

\[ \approx \]

(14)

where we introduce the excitation environment left row transfer matrix \( BT_4 \), represented by the colored shape.

These tensors can be computed in a very similar way to the standard norm environment boundary tensors by absorbing sites in an iterative way. However, now the tensors contain multiple terms and all possible \( B \) tensor locations have to be included. The left row transfer matrix is updated by adding a pair of ground state \( A \) tensors to the \( BT_4 \) tensor of the previous iteration and adding the result to the contraction of the regular \( T_4 \) with a pair of a \( B \) and an \( A^\dagger \) tensor:

\[ BT'_4 = \left( \begin{array}{c}
\text{\( \vdots \)} \\
\text{\( \vdots \)} \\
\text{\( \vdots \)}
\end{array} \right) e^{-ikx} \]

(15)

Note that when adding terms with \( B \) tensors located on different positions, their phase factors coming from the momentum superposition have to be taken into account. For the resulting boundary tensors, only the relative phase between the terms they contain are important, and we can shift the overall phase by multiplying the boundary tensor by a factor \( e^{i\phi} \). In our implementation, we shift the overall phases of the boundary tensors after each iteration such that the phase of center site is always zero [corresponding to location (0,0)].

For the computation of the energy overlap matrix of (5), a second infinite summation must be performed; this time over all possible locations of the Hamiltonian. Such summations come with more diagrams due to the support of the Hamiltonian on multiple sites, which have been worked out in the variational ground-state optimization algorithm [36].

Another type of boundary tensor now comes into play (denoted by the red shading) which contains summations over all possible Hamiltonian terms in the different regions. All terms in the environment with combinations of a \( B \) tensor and a Hamiltonian that are not located in the same region and not on the center site can then be written as

\[ \approx \]

(16)

where the first diagram corresponds to terms with a Hamiltonian in the upper left corner and a \( B \) tensor in the upper central column and the second diagram contains terms where now the \( B \) is located in the upper right corner.

The remaining terms are those where both a Hamiltonian and a \( B \) tensor are located in the same region, so that they

\[2\text{We restrict ourselves in this work to nearest-neighbor Hamiltonians. However, the Hamiltonian summation CTM scheme has previously been extended to next-nearest neighbor Hamiltonians and first applied in Ref. [67].}\]
should be contained in a single boundary tensor. This type of boundary tensor, which we designate by both color and shading together, can be computed by using the same ideas as we used for the previous types. The update of the left row transfer matrix \( EBT_4 \), as an example, can be represented by the following diagram:

\[
\begin{align*}
EBT_4' &= \begin{pmatrix}
\times & \times \\
\times & \times
\end{pmatrix} ~ + \\
&+ \begin{pmatrix}
\times & \times \\
\times & \times
\end{pmatrix} e^{-ik_x}
\end{align*}
\]

(17)

The crosses depict sites on which the physical indices are left open so that a Hamiltonian (red bar in the first line of diagrams) can be placed there. This requires a special \( T_{4o} \)-type tensor that is equivalent to one that is used in the variational optimization algorithm for ground states [36]. The computation of these tensors is shown in Appendix.

Lastly, there are terms in which the Hamiltonian is situated partially on the center site, for which the same \( T_{4o} \)-type tensors can be used: either the \( EBT_{4o} \) tensor, if the \( B \) tensor is located in the same sector as the Hamiltonian, or the \( ET_{4o} \) tensor (containing only a Hamiltonian term), if the \( B \) tensor is located elsewhere. The \( ET_{4o} \) tensor appears in the following terms:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\times & \times \\
\times & \times
\end{pmatrix} + \begin{pmatrix}
\times & \times \\
\times & \times
\end{pmatrix} + \cdots
\]

(18)

In Appendix, we show all relevant diagrams for the computation of the combined Hamiltonian and \( B \) tensor boundary tensors.\(^3\) Once all boundary tensors have been computed, all terms in the evaluation of the energy and norm overlap matrices can be calculated by using the appropriate boundary tensors for all possible placements of Hamiltonian and \( B \) tensors.

While the computational cost of the individual CTM iterations scales similarly to the cost of the variational ground-state algorithm, the basis size of the overlap matrices also increases with \( D \). In practice, we make sure in our simulations to perform enough CTM iterations to achieve convergence. Generally, the convergence of the CTM for the excitations is similar to the convergence of the CTM for the ground state that we start from. For large scale simulations, the eigenvalue problem of (7) can be solved with an implicit iterative solver, since generally only the few lowest eigenvalues are relevant.

2. Arbitrary unit cell sizes

In the framework of CTM, it is straightforward to extend the contractions to unit cells that are larger than a single site [40,42], for models that partially break translational invariance. Keeping track of separate environments for each site in the unit cell, the computation of an expectation value consists of separate contractions of each site tensor with its respective environment.

Again the exited states, now parameterized by a vector \( \vec{B} \) containing the elements of all tensors \( B[1] \ldots B[n] \), with \( n \) the number of sites within the unit cell, are restricted to those that are orthogonal to the ground state. If \( X_{B[n]} = \text{null}(\langle \Psi | B[n] | \Phi_0 \rangle) \) contains a basis of vectors \( \vec{B}^m[i] \) that forms the null space of the ground-state environment (reshaped to a \( dD^2 \) vector) of unit cell site \( i \), then a complete basis for the excitation parameters \( \vec{B} \) is formed by \( X_{B[1]} \bigoplus \cdots \bigoplus X_{B[n]} \). In this formulation, it is clear that the number of free parameters describing the excited state scales linearly with the number of sites in the unit cell.

If the underlying ground state does not break the translational symmetry fully within the unit cell, for example, a Néel pattern inside a \( 2 \times 2 \) unit cell, the excitation ansatz for a given momentum \( k \) can also represent reflections in the Brillouin zone at \( k + \pi \) in either direction. Restricting the tensors to a certain pattern excludes reflections from other momenta, while also reducing the computational cost of each CTM iteration and reducing the required number of basis tensors for the overlap matrices.

3. Exploiting symmetries

Of great importance in many tensor network simulations is the ability to impose certain symmetries on the states, since it greatly reduces the number of free parameters in the ansatz and therefore improves numerical stability and speeds up calculations [43,44]. Additionally, it enables optimization algorithms to target a specific symmetry sector, which is useful for many physical ground states. As has been shown in the one-dimensional case [12], symmetries can be also used effectively in simulations of excited states, classified by their quantum number difference to the ground state.

In our implementation, we impose finite Abelian group symmetries \( \mathbb{Z}_n \) as well as \( U(1) \) symmetry, which we make use of in our simulations described in Sec. III. Any excited state that is constrained within a different symmetry sector than the ground state is automatically orthogonal to the ground state; therefore the choice of basis for the \( B \) tensors in this case is arbitrary.

4. Fermionic systems

Fermionic systems have also been studied using 2D tensor network methods, with a computational cost that is equivalent to bosonic systems [45–53]. Here we use the same ideas to

\(^3\)Note that all diagrams are combinations of those used in the variational optimization algorithm for ground states [36] and can be easily adapted from an existing code.
extend our method to simulate quasiparticle excitations in fermionic systems.

While we refer to Refs. [50,53] for details, the implementation involves imposing $\mathbb{Z}_2$ symmetry to preserve fermionic parity and the introduction of swap tensors whenever two lines cross in the two-dimensional projection of the tensor contractions, to account for the fermionic anticommutation rules. A quasiparticle excitation can be represented by $B$ tensors of either even parity, consisting of an even number of fermionic creation and annihilation operators, or odd parity, relative to the ground state. Tensors of odd parity can be constructed by adding an index of dimension 1 that carries an odd quantum number to an even parity tensor.

III. RESULTS

A. Transverse field Ising model

The 2D quantum ferromagnetic Ising model with transverse magnetic field of strength $h$ is described by the Hamiltonian

$$H = -J \sum_{\langle i,j \rangle} \sigma_i^x \sigma_j^x - h \sum_i \sigma_i^z$$

with $J = 1$. The ground state of this model can be accurately simulated with iPEPS throughout the phase diagram [37], which contains a symmetry-broken phase and a polarized phase with a transition at $h_{\text{crit}} = 3.04438(2)$ [55].

We use the iPEPS excitations method to compute the dispersion of the lowest-lying excitation, a magnon, for $h = 2.5$ and 3 on a path through high-symmetry points of the Brillouin zone, as shown in Fig. 2. The results for $h = 2.5$ show already convergence in the bond dimension for $D = 2$ and 3 and agree well with values from series expansions (SE) [54]. For $h = 3$, being closer to the critical point, we observe stronger dependence on the bond dimension around the $X(\pi, \pi)$ and $\Gamma(0, 0)$ points, but we do find a systematic improvement with increasing bond dimension, as show in the inset of Fig. 2 for the $\Gamma$ point. Our results correspond well to those of earlier iPEPS calculations [9], demonstrating that our CTM-based contraction method performs equivalently to the method used in that work.

Another interesting aspect of the excitations in the Ising model is the appearance of bound states of two magnons below the continuum. For $h = 0$, these states are neighboring pairs of spin flips with energy $12J$ instead of the $16J$ energy of two noninteracting free magnons, and we can trace their energies for $h \to h_{\text{crit}}$. In Fig. 3, the energies of the lowest excitation (magnon) mode and the two bound modes ($-, +$) are plotted. We can compare our results in Fig. 3 to series expansion results [56] and we observe close agreement in the region of small $h$, where the series expansions are accurate.

While in the $h = 0$ case the Hamiltonian contains no terms that couple the different two-magnon bound states, leaving them completely degenerate at energy $12J$, the two energies split for $h > 0$. This energy difference is clearly visible in our results, showing that the iPEPS representation is able to account for such effects. We also show several higher-lying eigenvalues which correspond to multiparticle states within a continuum. Although the ansatz is by construction only suitable for describing single-particle states, the eigenvalues in the continuum become increasingly spread with larger $h$, showing level repulsion effects within the continuum.

B. Heisenberg model

We now focus on another model to demonstrate our framework: the 2D spin-$1/2$ quantum antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model, defined as

$$H = J \sum_{\langle i,j \rangle} S_i^x S_j^x + \lambda (S_i^y S_j^y + S_i^z S_j^z)$$

with $J = 1$ and $\lambda = 1$.

For our ground state, we enforce the $\text{U}(1)$ symmetry that corresponds to conservation of the total $z$ component of the spin $S_{\text{tot}}^z$, and we use a $2 \times 2$ unit cell with a checkerboard pattern. Since the ground state spontaneously breaks the $\text{SU}(2)$ symmetry of the Hamiltonian, the system exhibits gapless excitations. The ground-state tensors are fixed in the $S_{\text{tot}}^z = 0$ sector and in the following sections we consider excitations...
excitations. In the inset, the value of the artificial gap dimension values, with extrapolations in terms of the inverse correlation length. We plot the dispersion of the magnon excitation for several energies already well converged in the ground state of the 2D Heisenberg model, which has been the topic of much research, since the conventional linear spin wave theory—predicting a flat dispersion—is contradicted by numerical results as well as experiments on quantum systems. An important quantity for the low-energy behavior of quantum systems is the dynamical structure factor, which is defined, for spin systems, in terms of dynamical correlation functions as

\[
S^{\alpha\beta}(k, \omega) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt \, e^{i\omega t} \langle S^\alpha_k(t) S^\beta_{-k}(0) \rangle
\]

with \(\alpha, \beta = x, y, z\). For excitations in the \(S^z_{tot} = +1\) sector, the relevant version is in the transverse channel

\[
S^{\text{trans}}(k, \omega) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt \, e^{i\omega t} \langle S^+_k(t) S^-_{-k}(0) \rangle.
\]

The relative spectral weight of the lowest-lying excited state can be computed as

\[
w = \frac{|\langle \Phi(B) \rangle |^2}{\int d\omega S(k, \omega)}
\]

and is plotted in Fig. 4 (dotted lines) and in the inset of Fig. 5. The quantity in the denominator \(\int d\omega S(k, \omega) = \langle S^z_{tot} (t = 0) S^z_{tot} (t = 0) \rangle\), the static structure factor, can be computed accurately with our contraction method even though the individual multiparticle states cannot be represented. At the location of the local minimum in the dispersion at \(M\), the spectral weight of the magnon mode has been found to decrease significantly \([32,63]\), compared to the value at \(S\) (from \(70\% \rightarrow 40\%\)). Though we do observe a decrease in spectral weight, the difference is less pronounced (\(70\% \rightarrow 63\%\) for \(D = 4\)), which is likely an effect of the finite bond dimension, since we see clear improvement as \(D\) increases.

in the \(S^z_{tot} = 1\) sector, corresponding primarily to a magnon mode.

1. Dispersion

We plot the dispersion of the magnon excitation for several values of the bond dimension in Fig. 4. The most obvious dependence on \(D\) is around the gapless points \(X(\pi, \pi)\) and \(\Gamma(0, 0)\), and around \(M(\pi, 0)\), which we discuss in the remainder of this section. In other regions of the Brillouin zone the energies are already well converged in \(D\). Observe that there is a finite energy at the gapless points which decreases with increasing \(D\). This is consistent with the findings in Ref. [57] that the finite \(D\) effectively introduces a finite correlation length in the ground state of the 2D Heisenberg model, which will only diverge in the infinite-\(D\) limit. This effective correlation length can be used for accurate extrapolations by using a scaling ansatz reminiscent of the finite size scaling often used in numerical simulations, an idea that has been applied in the context of MPS [58–60], classical 2D systems [61], and recently also 2D iPEPS [57,62]. In the inset of Fig. 4, we show the dependence of the artificial gap at \(k = (\pi, \pi)\) of the lowest excited state on the inverse effective correlation length of the ground state and find that a linear extrapolation yields a value compatible with a vanishing gap, suggesting that also for excitations the correlation length is a useful quantity for extrapolations.

The dispersion on the line between \((\pi, 0)\) and \((\pi/2, \pi/2)\) has been the topic of much research, since the conventional linear spin wave theory—predicting a flat dispersion—is contradicted by numerical results as well as experiments on quantum antiferromagnets. Regarding the nature of the excitations around \((\pi, 0)\), which we discuss in (Sec. III B 3), several theories have been proposed, such as an interaction between the magnon and a double spinon mode [29,30,32] or a repulsion from continuia of multimagnon (bound) states [23]. We indeed observe a dip in the magnon energy, increasing with bond dimension, in agreement with earlier iPEPS results [9].

In Fig. 5, we zoom in to the region between \(M(\pi, 0)\) and \(S(\pi/2, \pi/2)\) and compare our results to other numerical, analytical and experimental results [29,30,63,64]. Clearly the dependence on the bond dimension is stronger at \(M\) than at \(S\), with the \(D = 4\) result approaching the series expansion and quantum Monte Carlo results. Although our results are in close agreement with iPEPS results in Ref. [9] for equal bond dimensions, small deviations could be attributed to the fact that here we impose the \(U(1)\) symmetry, which restricts the excitations to a fixed sector.

2. Dynamical structure factor
3. Nature of excitations at \((\pi, 0)\)

To further investigate the nature of the excitations at the \((\pi, 0)\) point, we visualize the spin correlations within a single term in the momentum superposition. At the center site in the figure, we exchange the ground-state pair of \([A, A^\dagger]\) tensors for the optimized \([B, B^\dagger]\) excitation tensors and compute local spin expectation values on other sites in its vicinity. As expected for an excitation in the momentum superposition. At the center site in the BORIS PONSIOEN AND PHILIPPE CORBOZ PHYSICAL REVIEW B

expected for an excitation in the local spin expectation values on other sites in its vicinity. As possible.

uum of other states makes separating these bound states no longer accurately identify the three-magnon bound states. Although results alone, the ability of iPEPS to capture the nontrivial dip especially hard to describe, suggests that the simple picture multiparticle states, for example deconfined spinons, would be invalid explanation.

featuring a locally three-magnon bound state may provide a close competition with the contin-

uim of other states makes separating these bound states no longer possible.

A recent study [23], which used time evolution of semi-infinite cylindrical systems to obtain the dynamical structure factor, proposed a simple description of the excitation nature at the \(M\) point; by moving away from the isotropic point of the Hamiltonian, i.e., \(\lambda < 1\) in (20), where the case \(\lambda = 0\) corresponds to the Ising limit. It was observed that for small \(\lambda\) three distinct types of resonances in the transverse structure factor could be identified: an isolated single magnon branch, three-magnon bound states, and combinations of a magnon and a two-magnon bound state. As \(\lambda \rightarrow 1\), the multimagnon continuum moves smoothly towards the single magnon branch, until the magnon is no longer isolated at the isotropic point.

We observe that for \(\lambda < 1\) the real-space pictures of the lowest-lying excitations, shown in Fig. 6, vary continuously from the one at the isotropic point, without any qualitative difference. From this point of view, the dip in energy around \(M(\pi, 0)\) could be understood as a result of the multimagnon continua moving close to the single magnon branch, which we observe in agreement with [23], as \(\lambda \rightarrow 1\), pushing the magnon to a lower energy. The effect of avoided crossing between a single magnon and a continuum has been observed in experiments [65] and numerical simulations [66], and another manifestation of the fact that repulsion between two bound modes can be captured using iPEPS has been shown in Sec. III A.

Slightly away from the isotropic point [Fig. 6(d)\(^4\)], we can accurately identify the three-magnon bound states. Although the bound states have equal energy in the noninteracting limit, level repulsion effects due to their coupling result in a superposition of such states having lower energy, which shows up as a single eigenvalue in our effective energy overlap matrix instead of several degenerate eigenvalues. Such a state is consistent with the pictures of Figs. 6(e) and 6(f), and the energy at \(\lambda = 0.91\) is in agreement with Ref. [23].

While alternative explanations cannot be ruled out on these results alone, the ability of iPEPS to capture the nontrivial dip in the dispersion already from \(D = 2\), where any delocalized multiparticle states, for example deconfined spinons, would be especially hard to describe, suggests that the simple picture featuring a locally three-magnon bound state may provide a valid explanation.

\(^4\)Close to the isotropic point the close competition with the continuum of other states makes separating these bound states no longer possible.
plot the spectral weight of the lowest excitation for \( D = 3 \) and 4 and observe that it vanishes only on the line \( |k_x| + |k_y| = \pi \), in qualitative agreement with finite-width cylinder simulations [23].

C. Free spinless fermions

A powerful aspect of the iPEPS ansatz is that it is able to accurately capture ground states of fermionic systems, without the sign problem of quantum Monte Carlo. We extend the excitations framework with the ability to treat fermionic systems, and we demonstrate its accuracy on a simple model of free fermions in the presence of a pairing term:

\[
H = \sum_{\langle ij \rangle} c_i^\dagger c_j + \text{H.c.} - \gamma (c_i^\dagger c_j^\dagger + c_j c_i) - 2\lambda \sum_i c_i^\dagger c_i. \tag{26}
\]

In momentum space, the Hamiltonian takes the following form:

\[
H = \sum_k -2t_k c_k^\dagger c_k + \sum_{\gamma=\pm} i \Delta_k (c_{k\gamma}^\dagger c_{-k\gamma} - c_{-k\gamma}^\dagger c_{k\gamma}) \tag{27}
\]

with \( t_k \equiv \lambda - \cos k_x - \cos k_y \), and \( \Delta_k \equiv \gamma (\sin k_x \mp \sin k_y) \).

This model can be exactly solved by a Bogoliubov transformation, which yields the lowest excited state

\[
|\Phi_k\rangle = d_k^\dagger |\Psi_0\rangle, \quad d_k^\dagger \equiv u_k c_k^\dagger + v_k c_{-k} \tag{28}
\]

of a single Bogoliubov mode on top of a vacuum state. For \( |\lambda| > 2 \), the model is in a gapped phase, while for \( |\lambda| \lesssim 2 \) the system is gapless.

In Fig. 8, we compare iPEPS results to the exact excitation energies, for several values of the chemical potential \( \lambda \) with \( \gamma = 1 \). We observe excellent accuracy for \( D = 3 \), especially around the minimum, also when approaching the gapless phase \( |\lambda| \lesssim 2 \). However, in the gapless phase, the results are less accurate, partly because the ground state itself is more difficult to represent with iPEPS [53] (but we do observe an improvement with \( D \)). Indeed, the \( \lambda = -2 \) results show more deviation from the exact values, and the energy at \( M \) point that are compatible with the spin wave anomaly.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced an extension of the well established CTM method to simulate low-lying excited states with a single elementary excitation nature on top of a strongly correlated ground state. This excitation ansatz has been used extensively in one-dimensional systems, in the context of matrix product states, and has previously been successfully extended to two-dimensional systems [8,9], using a different approach to performing the necessary contractions than we use here. We show that the CTM framework is equally capable of accurately computing dispersions in spin models and naturally allows for extensions to larger unit cell sizes. Additionally, the implementation of symmetries reduces the computational cost and enables simulations that target excitations in specific symmetry sectors. Lastly, a generalization to fermionic systems, based on earlier applications in tensor networks, is tested on a free fermionic system. This leads the way to the study of more complex fermionic models, which would be of great importance in research areas such as high-\( T_c \) superconductivity.

Our results on the transverse field Ising model and the Heisenberg model show close agreement with earlier iPEPS results [9]. We observe a finite gap due to a finite bond dimension at the gapless points of the Heisenberg model, however an extrapolation in the inverse effective correlation length suggests that the results are compatible with a vanishing gap in the infinite bond dimension limit. Additionally, we find results at the \( M \) point that are compatible with the spin wave anomaly.
FIG. 10. All tensors necessary for one left move of the combined CTM scheme, where the boundary tensors include all terms with a combination of a $B$ tensor and a Hamiltonian within the regions they represent.

and real-space visualizations slightly away from the isotropic Heisenberg point show states that are compatible with three-magnon bound states that have been found in simulations on cylinders [23].

It would be interesting to apply these methods to other models where a description of the low-energy physics in terms of collective excitations may be valid. The growth of the basis size for the overlap matrices with the bond dimension remains challenging. However, since the main computation involves evaluating matrix elements separately, the algorithm can be run in parallel for large scale computations, or the eigenvalue problem can be solved iteratively for the few
lowest eigenvalues. Judicious preselection of relevant basis vectors would likely be greatly beneficial in reducing this cost, as well as more insight in the dependence on the gauge of the ground-state iPEPS.
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APPENDIX: CONTRACTION SCHEME

In this Appendix, we show the contractions that are required for the boundary tensors that include contributions from both $B$ tensors and Hamiltonian terms in the same sector, in diagrammatic notation. We limit the diagrams only to those relevant to an absorption of a column of sites to the left side, as in the discussion in Sec. II C 1.

The definition of the various shapes and symbols can be found in Sec. II C 1; the meaning of the coloring and shading is shown in Fig. 9. An update step of all boundary tensors on the left side consists of the contractions shown in Fig. 10. The last two types of boundary tensors at the bottom of the figure play a role in the contractions on the previous page, but do not themselves appear in any computation of expectation values.